
Two examples of veri�cation of multiratetimed automata with Kronos �C. Daws and S. Yovine yVERIMAG zMiniparc-Zirst, Rue Lavoisier38330 Montbonnot St. Martin, FranceAbstractMultirate timed automata [2] are an extension of timedautomata [3] where each clock has its own speed varyingbetween a lower and an upper bound that may changefrom one control location to another. This formalism iswell-suited for specifying hybrid systems where the dy-namics of the continuous variables are de�ned or can beapproximated by giving the minimal and maximal rate ofchange.To avoid the di�culties inherent in the veri�cation ofmultirate timed automata, we follow the approach sug-gested in [8]. This approach consists of �rst transform-ing the multirate timed automata into timed automataand then applying the symbolic techniques implementedin Kronos. We show the practical interest of this ap-proach analyzing two examples recently proposed in theliterature and considered to be realistic case studies: themanufacturing plant of [10] and the Philips audio controlprotocol [4, 7].1 IntroductionMultirate timed automata [2] are an extension of timedautomata [3] where clocks do not advance at an uniformrate, but each clock has its own speed varying betweena lower and an upper bound that may change from onecontrol location to another. This formalism is well-suitedfor specifying hybrid systems where the dynamics of thecontinuous variables are de�ned or can be approximatedby giving the minimal and maximal rate of change. Ex-amples of such systems are (1) a robot where the speedof the angular displacement of its mobile arm varies be-tween 15 to 18 degrees per second, and (2) a real-timeprotocol running on hardware with clocks that measuretime with a bounded error.The veri�cation algorithm proposed in [9] consists indiscretizing the state-space with an appropriate granu-�In Proc. IEEE RTSS'95. Pisa, Italy, dec 5-7, 1995.yE-mail: Conrado.Daws@imag.fr, Sergio.Yovine@imag.fr. Tel:+33 76 90 96 30. Fax: +33 76 41 36 20.zVERIMAG is a joint laboratory of CNRS, INPG, Universit�eJoseph Fourier, and Verilog SA, associated with IMAG.

larity of time. The major drawback of discretization isthe exponential growth of the size of the discrete state-space for arbitrary large time-bounds. The symbolicmethod presented in [2] avoids state-space blow-up byrepresenting sets of states as convex polyhedra, thoughleading in the general case to complex decision proce-dures. However, e�cient symbolic algorithms have beenimplemented in the tool Kronos [5] for analyzing timedautomata.The di�culty of the veri�cation of multirate timedautomata is due to the timing uncertainty introducedby the drift of the clocks. In order to avoid handlingexplicitly multiple slopes, it is possible to verify proper-ties on multirate timed automata by transforming theminto timed automata. This approach, suggested in [8], isbased on a linear transformation of the state-space thatpreserves many interesting real-time requirements suchas invariants and bounded-response properties. The goalof this work is to show that this approach can be success-fully applied in practice for analyzing non-trivial systemswith Kronos.The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 wede�ne the syntax and semantics of multirate timed au-tomata. In section 3 we review the logic TCTL [1, 6](Timed Computation Tree Logic) that we use to specifythe real-time properties. We briey discuss the symbolicalgorithms implemented in Kronos, as well as the mainresults of [8]. In the last two sections we show how theseresults are applied for analyzing two systems, the man-ufacturing plant of [10], and the physical layer of thePhilips audio control protocol reported in [4, 7].2 Multirate timed automata2.1 De�nitionA multirate timed automaton A is a tuplehS;X ;L; E ; �; �i where:1. S is a �nite set of locations.2. X is a �nite set of clocks. A valuation v 2 V is a func-tion that assigns a non-negative real-value v(x) 2 IR+



to each clock x 2 X . Let 	 be the set of predicates over X of the form Vx2X x 2 Ix where Ix is aninterval with end-points in Q+[f+1g. We say thatv satis�es  if v(x) 2 Ix for all x 2 X .3. L is a �nite set of labels.4. E is a �nite set of edges. Each edge e is a tuple(s; L;  ;X; s0) where s 2 S is the source, s0 2 S isthe target, L � L are the labels1,  2 	 is the guard,and X � X is the set of clocks to be reset to 0.There is a subset Eu � E of urgent edges that mustbe executed as soon as possible. We assume that theguard of any urgent edge is always true.5. � associates each location s 2 S with an invariantcondition �(s) 2 	.6. � gives for each location the interval of rate of allclocks. For all locations s 2 S and clocks x 2 X ,�(s; x) is a closed interval whose end-points belongto Q+ � f0g.More general extensions of timed automata with inter-vals of rate over Q, that is, allowing clocks with negativeslopes and chronometers that can be stopped at any timeand resumed later, have also been studied [2].2.2 SemanticsA state of A is a location and a valuation of clocks sat-isfying the invariant associated with the location. LetQ � S � V be the set of states of A, that is, all pairs(s; v) such that v satis�es �(s). When A is in a state(s; v) 2 Q, it can evolve either by moving through anedge that changes the location and resets some of theclocks (discrete transition), or by letting time pass with-out changing the location (time transition).Discrete transitions. Let e = (s; L;  ;X; s0). We de-�ne enable(e) to be the set of states (s; v) such that vsatis�es the guard  . The state (s; v) has a discretetransition to (s0; v0), denoted (s; v)!L0 (s0; v0), if1. (s; v) 2 enable(e),2. v0(x) = 0 if x 2 X, otherwise v0(x) = v(x).Time transitions. Let (s; v) 2 Q, t 2 IR+, and � be afunction that maps each x 2 X to a value �(x) belongingto the interval of rate �(s; x) of x at s. We de�ne v+�t tobe the valuation v0 such that v0(x) is equal to v(x)+�(x)tfor all x 2 X . The state (s; v) has a time transition to(s; v + �t), denoted (s; v) !;t (s; v + �t), if1Notice that edges are labeled with sets of actions instead ofsingle actions. This allows modeling simultaneous events as onlyone edge of the automaton instead of a sequence of edges to beexecuted in zero time.

1. for all t0 � t, v + �t0 satis�es the invariant �(s),2. for all t0 < t and for all e 2 E , if (s; v + �t0) 2enable(e) then e 62 Eu.that is, neither the invariant is violated nor an urgentedge becomes enabled during this delay (an urgent edgecannot be postponed).We associate with A a labeled transition system Twhich is a tuple hQ;!iwhere! is the transition relationde�ned by the rules above. We will distinguish an initialstate qinit = (sinit ; vinit) 2 Q of T.A run r 2 R of A is an in�nite sequence q0 !L0t0q1 !L1t1 : : : such that Pi�0 ti diverges. A position � ofr is a pair (i; t) with 0 � t � ti, and we write �r(�) forthe the state qi+�it, and �r(�) for the timePj<i tj + telapsed since the beginning of the run. An initializedrun is a run starting at the initial state qinit.2.3 ExampleWe model here the behavior of a robot, called D-Robot,that executes a task in an automatic manufacturingplant. Figure 1 shows a graphical representation of themultirate timed automaton of the D-Robot. Dashed ar-rows correspond to urgent edges, and initial locations areindicated with small incoming arrows. To simplify the�gure we have omitted all true conditions on edges andinvariants as well as rate intervals of the form [1; 1].s-readyD-STAY x � 2D-PICKx := 0 d-pick, x := 0x = 90[15; 18] [15; 18]D-PUTx � 2 x := 0x = 901 � x � 2d-put, x := 0 1 � x � 2D-TURN-RD-TURN-L x � 90x � 90 x := 0
Figure 1: D-Robot.The D-Robot behaves as follows. Initially, it is wait-ing for a box near the service station (D-STAY). As soonas a box is ready (s-ready), the robot picks it up (D-PICK), turns right 90 degrees (D-TURN-R), and putsthe box on the moving assembly line (D-PUT). Then itturns left (D-TURN-L) to go back to its initial position.The angular horizontal displacement of the arm of the



robot is measured by x at the locations D-TURN-R andD-TURN-L. Its speed varies between 15 and 18 degreesper second, i.e., its interval of rate is [15; 18]. In locationsD-STAY, D-PUT and D-PICK x measures the time, i.e.,its interval of rate is [1; 1]. The vertical movement of thearm to pick up and to put down boxes takes between 1to 2 seconds (1 � x � 2).2.4 CompositionUsually, the behavior of a system is described by theproduct of several automata that synchronize throughtheir labels.Let Ai be hSi;Xi;Li; Ei; �i; �ii for i = 1; 2, with dis-joint sets of locations and clocks (i.e., S1\S2 = X1\X2 =;). We call synchronization labels all the labels in theset L1 \ L2, that is, all those that are common to bothautomata. The labels that are not synchronization la-bels are called internal. Two edges e1 2 E1 and e2 2 E2synchronize if they have the same synchronization labels.Edges whose labels are all internal correspond to asyn-chronous moves of the components (but can also happensimultaneously). Let sync(e) be the set of synchroniza-tion labels of an edge e.The parallel compositionA1kA2 is the automatonAwith hS;X ;L; E ; �; �i such that1. The set S of locations is S1 � S2.2. The set X of clocks is X1 [X2.3. The set L of labels is L1 [ L2.4. The set E of edges is obtained as follows. For allei 2 Ei of the form (si; Li;  i; Xi; s0i),(a) e = ((s1; s2); L1 [ L2;  1 ^  2; X1 [X2; (s01; s02)),e 2 E i� sync(e1) = sync(e2), ande 2 Eu � E if e1 2 Eu1 or e2 2 Eu2 ,(b) e = ((s1; s2); L1;  1; X1; (s01; s2)),e 2 E i� sync(e1) = ;, and e 2 Eu � E if e1 2 Eu1 ,(c) e = ((s1; s2); L2;  2; X2; (s1; s02)),e 2 E i� sync(e2) = ;, and e 2 Eu � E if e2 2 Eu2 .5. The invariant �(s1; s2) is �1(s1) ^ �2(s2).6. The drift intervals of the clocks are such that �(x) is�1(x) if x 2 X1 and �2(x) if x 2 X2.When initial locations s1init and s2init are given we willconsider only the set of locations of the product reach-able from the location (s1init ; s2init).

3 Veri�cation of real-time prop-ertiesWe specify real-time properties in the logic TCTL [1, 6].Model-checking of TCTL on multirate timed automatacan be done with the tool Kronos [5] by applying thetransformation provided in [8]. We review here TCTLand summarize the main results of [8].3.1 TCTLFor clarity we consider here a simple version of TCTLwith subscripted unary temporal operators. The syntaxand semantics of full TCTL is given in [1, 6].Syntax. Let P be a set of atomic propositions andX be a set of clocks. The formulas of this fragment ofTCTL are de�ned by the following grammar:' ::= p j x 2 I j :' j ' _ ' j 93I' j 83I'where p 2 P, x 2 X and I is an interval with end-pointsin Q+ [ f+1g.Intuitively, 93I' means that there exists a run suchthat ' holds at some state at a time t 2 I, and 83I'means that every run has a state satisfying ' at a timet 2 I. We write 93' for 93[0;+1)'meaning that a statesatisfying ' is reachable, and 82' for :93:' meaningthat ' is an invariant, that is, it holds for all the states.Semantics. The formulas of TCTL are interpretedover the set of states of a multirate timed automatonA. Let � be a function that associates with each loca-tion s 2 S a set �(s) � P of propositions. Let q be astate (s; v) 2 Q. We write q(x) for v(x), �(q) for �(s),and R(q) for the set of runs starting at q.Formally, a state q 2 Q satis�es the formula ', de-noted q j= ', ifq j= p i� p 2 �(q);q j= x 2 I i� q(x) 2 I;q j= :' i� q 6j= ';q j= '1 _ '2 i� q j= '1 or q j= '2;q j= 93I' i� for some run r 2 R(q) there exists � suchthat �r(�) j= ' and �r(�) 2 I;q j= 83I' i� for all runs r 2 R(q) there exists � suchthat �r(�) j= ' and �r(�) 2 I.The set of states that satisfy the formula ' is calledthe characteristic set of '. We extend the satisfactionrelation to set of states. Let Q � Q be a set of sates.We say that Q satis�es ', and we write Q j= ', if forall states q 2 Q, q j= '. We say that A satis�es ', andwrite A j= ', if Q j= '.



3.2 The tool KronosGiven an automaton A and a formula ' of TCTL, themodel-checking problem consists in computing the char-acteristic set of '. The toolKronos [5] solves this prob-lem for timed automata. Kronos implements a sym-bolic veri�cation method based on predicate transform-ers for computing the set of successors (forward analysis)and predecessors (backward analysis) of sets of states.The characteristic set of a formula is symbolically rep-resented as a disjunction of convex polyhedra and com-puted as a �xed-point de�ned in terms of the predicatetransformers. We briey review here the basis of thealgorithms implemented in Kronos. A more detaileddescription of the symbolic veri�cation method can befound in [6, 2].Backward analysis. Given a set of states Q � Q, thepredecessors of Q are those states that can reach a statein Q by letting time elapse for some amount and thenexecuting a discrete transition. We de�ne:pred(Q) = fq0 j 9q 2 Q; t 2 IR+; L � L: q0 !;t!L0 qg:Now, ifQ is the characteristic set of', the set of states Q0that satisfy 93' is the least �xed-point of the equationZ = Q [ pred(Z). We have that Q is reachable by aninitialized run r 2 R(qinit) i� qinit belongs to Q0. Allthe formulas of TCTL can be expressed by �xed-pointequations on the predicate transformer pred [6].Forward analysis. Given a set of states Q � Q, thesuccessors of Q are those states that can be reached froma state in Q by a time delay followed by a transitionthrough an edge of the automaton. We de�ne:post(Q) = fq0 j 9q 2 Q; t 2 IR+; L � L: q !;t!L0 q0g:Now, the set reach(A) of states reachable by an initial-ized run r 2 R(qinit) is the least �xed-point of the equa-tion Z = qinit [ post(Z). If Q is the characteristic setof ', then qinit satis�es 93' i� reach(A) \Q 6= ;. Thismethod can also be used to prove invariants: 82' holdsfor all reachable states i� reach(A) � Q.3.3 Transforming multirate timed au-tomataModel-checking on a multirate timed automaton A canbe done with Kronos by transforming it into a timedautomaton A0 by applying the method proposed in [8].A and A0 have the same graph structure (locations andedges), and every clock x 2 X is replaced by a perfectclock x0 2 X 0 with a constant slope of 1. The invariantsand the conditions of the edges over X are transformedon predicates over X 0 by a linear transformation de�nedfor each location.

Transformation. Let us �rst explain the transforma-tion with an example. Consider the multirate timed au-tomaton of �gure 1. The interval of rate of x at lo-cation D-TURN-R is [15; 18]. Let x0 be a clock thatadvances with rate equal to one, that records the timeelapsed since the arm started its horizontal displace-ment. We have that the values of x and x0 are such that118x � x0 � 115x. Now, the arm of the robot will take atime between 5 (90/18) and 6 (90/15) seconds to turn 90degrees to the right. Then, the condition x = 90 on theangular displacement becomes the condition 5 � x0 � 6on the time elapsed when turning. Applying a similartransformation to all the locations we get the timed au-tomaton of �gure 2. s-readyD-STAY D-PICKx0 � 21 � x0 � 2d-put, x0 := 0x0 := 0 d-pick, x0 := 0D-TURN-Lx0 � 6 D-PUTx0 � 2 D-TURN-Rx0 � 61 � x0 � 25 � x0 � 6 x0 := 05 � x0 � 6x0 := 0
Figure 2: Transformed automata of D-Robot.Let A be a multirate timed automaton. For all loca-tions s 2 S and clocks x 2 X , we de�ne �s(x; x0) to bethe relation 1�x � x0 � 1�x where [�; �] is the interval ofrate of x in s. Then, we transform A into �(A) which isthe timed automaton hS;X 0;L; E 0; �0i, where every edge�(e) 2 E 0 is obtained from the corresponding e 2 E byapplying the transformation �s to the guard, where sis the source location of e. That is, for every conditionx 2 I where I is an interval with end-points a � b,�s(x 2 I) is the condition x0 2 I 0 where I 0 is the intervalwhose end-points are 1�a and 1�b. The invariant �0(s) isobtained accordingly.Properties. It is shown in [8] that �(A) is more ab-stract than A, in the sense that the transition systemof �(A) has at least all the transitions of the one of A.More precisely, � induces a simulation relation betweenthe corresponding transition systems.Proposition 3.1 [8] Let hQ;!i and hQ0; 7!i be thetransition systems of A and �(A), respectively. Then,for all pairs of states (q1; q01) such that �(q1; q01), if



q1 !Lt q2 then there exists q02 such that q01 7!Lt q02 and�(q2; q02).We have that for all q 2 reach(A), there exists q0 suchthat �(q; q0) and q0 2 reach(�(A)). Proposition 3.1 im-plies that � preserves the following fragment of TCTL:'0 ::= p j :p j x0 2 I j '0 _ '0 j '0 ^ '0 j 82I'0 j 83I'0Preservation means that if a state q0 2 Q0 satis�es aformula '0 in this fragment, then all the states q 2 Qsuch that �(q; q0) satisfy the formula�('0) obtained from'0 by transforming the conditions on x0 into conditionson x.Proposition 3.2 [8] If �(A) j= '0 then A j= �('0). Ifreach(�(A)) j= '0 then reach(A) j= �('0).So, in order to prove that A satis�es a formula ' weneed to �nd a formula '0 such that �('0) implies ' andcheck that �(A) satis�es '0. When no constraints on theclocks of A appear in ', we take '0 to be '. When � isa bijection we take '0 to be ' where the conditions onx are transformed into conditions on x0, and clearly wehave that then �('0) is equal to '.In the next two sections we show how these resultscan be applied in practice for verifying the correctnessof two systems described by multirate timed automata.4 A manufacturing plantD-ROBOT G-ROBOTSERVICE 40ftFigure 3: Con�guration of the manufacturing system.We model here the behavior of the manufacturingplant [10] sketched in �gure 3. This system is com-posed of a 50-feet-long belt moving from left to right,two robots located at both extremes of the belt, a ser-vice station and two boxes. One of these robots, theD-Robot, has already been modeled in section 2.3 (�g-ures 1 and 2).

4.1 ModelThe G-Robot (�gure 4) picks up a box on the right sideof the belt and deposits it on the station where boxesget serviced. middleG-STAY G-PICKy � 8G-TURN-Ly � 90[15; 18] G-TURN-R[9; 15]y � 90G-WAITG-PUTy � 2
G-ELONGy � 60[15; 20] s-emptyy := 0 y = 90y := 03 � y � 8g-pick, y := 0y := 0y = 90y := 0y = 60
1 � y � 2g-put, y := 0

y := 0
Figure 4: G-Robot.The robot waits at the 40 feet mark of the assemblyline for a box to come. As soon as a box passes acrossthe mark (modeled by the label middle), the robot fol-lows it and picks it up by retracting its arm inwards anddisplacing it to the right until it forms an angle of 90degrees with the station. This movement takes between3 to 8 seconds. Then it turns right at an angular speedbetween 9 to 15 degrees per second and stops near thestation. It deposits the box as soon as the station isempty. Then it goes back to its initial position by turn-ing left the �rst 90 degrees at a speed in the interval[15; 18] and the next 60 degrees (to reach the 40 feetmark) at a speed between 15 to 20 degrees per second(the arm is also elongated in this part).g-putz := 0d-pick z := 0 8 � z � 10z := 0s-readyS-EMPTY S-BUSYz � 10S-READYs-empty Figure 5: Service station.The service station (�gure 5) is initially empty. A



box gets serviced on the station between 8 to 10 seconds.Then the box is ready to be picked up by the D-Robot.The movement of the box is tracked by breaking theassembly line in two segments: before and after the 40feet mark. Initially, each box is on the conveyor beltsomewhere in the �rst segment. A box takes between133 and 134 seconds to reach the mark. When it entersinto the last segment of the belt it must be picked up bythe G-Robot, otherwise it falls down. This behavior ismodeled by the automaton of �gure 6.Notice that it is not necessary to transform neitherthe service station nor the boxes since they are alreadymodeled by timed automata. In other words, the trans-formation for these systems is just the identity.B-ON-D 133 � b � 134B-MOV-Mb � 134b := 0d-put B-MOV-Fb � 167d-pickB-ON-S middle b-fall166 � b � 167B-FALLg-putB-ON-G g-pickFigure 6: Box.4.2 Veri�cationThe goal is to �nd all the safe initial positions of theboxes on the assembly line, that is, all those fromwhere afall is not reachable. Let B-FALL stand for B-FALL-1 _B-FALL-2. The formula ' characterizing the set of safeinitial states isS-EMPTY ^ D-STAY ^ G-STAY^B-MOV-M-1 ^ B-MOV-M-2 ^ 82:B-FALLSince no constraints on clocks appear in ', we use ' asthe formula to be evaluated on the transformed system.Kronos evaluates the formula in 26 seconds (on a SunSparc Station 10 with 64MB of memory) applying thebackward-computation algorithm, and returns as resultthe predicate b1 > b2 + 9 _ b2 > b1 + 9stating that the boxes can be placed anywhere on thebelt but their relative distance must be greater than 9

seconds. This constraint is precisely the characteristicset of ' on the original system because the transforma-tion relation associated with all the initial locations isthe identity.5 Philips audio control protocolWe analyze here the behavior of the physical layer of thePhilips audio control protocol. Our model is a directtranslation of the formal speci�cation given in [4] intomultirate timed automata. We automatically verify withKronos the properties stated and proved by hand in [4].5.1 Informal descriptionThe purpose of the physical layer is to transport a rawbit stream through a wire. The Philips protocol usesManchester encoding of bit streams where a bit slot isof length 4Q, where Q is a given parameter. A 1 bit issent by raising the voltage in the middle of the bit slot,that is, the voltage is low during the �rst half of the slotand high in the second one. Sending a 0 bit is just thereverse. When the same bit is sent in two consecutive bitslots, an additional edge is placed in between. Figure 7shows an example of this encoding.4Q 11 1 0 0 0Figure 7: Manchester encoding of 110100.This encoding ensures that every bit slot has a volt-age change in the middle, so it should be easy for thereceiver to synchronize with the sender. However, sincethe particular equipment used is such that voltage tran-sitions on the wire from high to low cannot be reliablydetected, the receiver must decode the binary signal onlyfrom the upgoing voltage-edges, by counting the timeelapsed between them. To do so, the protocol requiresall bit streams to have odd length or end with two 0-bits.Besides, the hardware clocks drift with some knowntolerance T, so the protocol has to take care of the tim-ing uncertainty of the events that makes more di�cultthe task of the receiver to decode the bit stream. Thetolerance allowed by Philips is of at most �5%.5.2 ModelThe protocol is de�ned as the composition of the cor-responding automata modeling the sender, the receiver



and all the allowed messages.The sender. Figure 8 shows the automaton SENDERof the sender. The input action IN corresponds to arequest to transmit a message. The action UP corre-sponds to an upgoing edge on the bus. Downgoing edgesare modeled by the action DOWN. The sender also usesthe following actions: Is says whether the string is empty(Is�) or its �rst bit is either \0" (Is0) or \1" (Is1), Head0and Head1 indicate that the corresponding bit at thehead of the message has been sent and removed from thelist, and Last0 indicates that the remaining list is equalto h0i. The atomic proposition wire high (wire low)holds whenever the voltage on the wire is high (low),S idle (S busy) holds whenever the sender is idle (busy),first (second) corresponds to the �rst (second) half ofthe bit slot. The sender uses a drifting clock x with tol-erance T that is reset in the middle of each bit slot. If wetake T to be 120 (corresponding to a tolerance of �5%)we have that the interval of rate of x is [1920 ; 2120 ] for alllocations (omitted in the �gure).
x � 2QS busywire highsecondx � 2QS busywire lowfirst

S idlewire lowx := 0Head1IN, UP Is�, DOWNx := 0x = 2Qx = 2Qx := 0Is1DOWN x = 2Qx := 0Is1 secondwire lowS busyx � 2Qx = 2Qx := 0Head0DOWN
DOWNLast0Head0x := 0x = 2Q

firstwire highS busyx � 2QIs0x := 0x = 2Qx = 2Qx := 0UPHead1 UPIs0x := 0x = 2Q
Figure 8: SENDER (�(x) = [1920 ; 2120 ]).

The sequence of UP's and DOWN's is generated asrequired by the Manchester encoding. The �rst UP oc-curs concurrently with the action IN. Subsequent UP'soccur only if the voltage on the wire is low and the re-mainingmessage is not empty. UP's occur when x = 2Q,and in the �rst half of the slot if the head is \1", oth-erwise in the second half. In the �rst case, the \1" isremoved from the string and x is set to zero. DOWN'soccur when the wire is high and x = 2Q, and in the �rsthalf of the slot if the head is \0", otherwise in the sec-ond half. The head is removed if it is \0". The senderreturns to the initial state if the list is empty or h0i.The receiver. Figure 9 shows the automaton RE-CEIVER of the receiver. It synchronizes with the senderthrough the action UP. The proposition R idle holds atthe initial location where the receiver is idle, waiting forthe �rst UP from the sender. It is busy (R busy) else-where. The receiver keeps track of the last bit received(R last0; R last1) and of the parity (Even, Odd) of thereceived sequence of bits. The receiver uses a driftingclock y with tolerance T that is reset whenever an upgo-ing edge is detected, that is, y records the time elapsedsince the last action UP with an error of�T. For T equalto 120 we have that the interval of rate of y is [1920 ; 2120 ] forall locations (omitted in the �gure).Whenever an UP comes, it adds the sequence h0i(Add0), h1i (Add1) or h01i (Add01) to the list of alreadyreceived bits, according to the last bit previously added,and to the time elapsed since the last UP. When the se-quence is interpreted as being complete, it outputs anOUT. This occurs when y = 7Q if the last bit receivedis \0", otherwise when y = 9Q. If the last bit received is\1" and the length of the sequence is Odd(i.e., proposi-tions R last1 and Odd hold), the receiver adds a \0" atthe end of the message.Allowed messages. The protocol requires that all bitstreams have odd length or end with two 0-bits. Clearly,this requirement can be modeled by an automatonMES-SAGE omitted here. We assume that the locations ofMESSAGE have labels S empty, S head0 and S head1,indicating that the message is either empty or the headis \0" or \1".5.3 Veri�cationLet PROTOCOL be the composition of SENDER, RE-CEIVER and MESSAGE. The protocol starts at locationS idle ^ R idle ^ S empty with both clocks set to 0.The main correctness property to be proved is that thereceived string of bits is equal to the message sent by thesender. To do this we must take care of new incomingmessages that arrive before the last one has been output



R idle5Q � y < 7Q;UP ;Add0; y := 0UP ;Add1; y := 0UP ; y < 3QUP ; y < 3Q UP ; y < 3QUP ; y < 3QOUT ; y = 9Q y = 7Q;Add0;OUT
y = 7Q;Add0;OUTy = 9Q;Add0;OUT5Q � y < 7Q;UP;Add0; y := 05Q � y;UP ;Add01; y := 05Q � y;UP ;Add01; y := 0y � 9QR busy,EvenR last1

R last1R busy,Oddy � 9Q R last0R busy,Eveny � 7Q
R last0R busy,Oddy � 7Q3Q � y < 5QUP ;Add1; y := 03Q � y < 5QUP ;Add1; y := 0y := 0UP ;Add017Q � y

y := 0UP ;Add017Q � y 3Q � y < 5QUP ;Add0; y := 0 3Q � y < 5Qy := 0UP ;Add0
Figure 9: RECEIVER (�(y) = [1920 ; 2120 ]).INOUT IN INchaosOUT OUTFigure 10: CHAOS.by the receiver. This is considered as a chaotic situationin [4], that is, whenever an action IN happens beforethe action OUT corresponding to the previous message,the protocol moves to a state of chaos where everythingis allowed. This behavior is modeled by the automatonCHAOS in �gure 10. Let SYSTEM be the compositionof PROTOCOL and CHAOS.Correctness. We want �rst to check that the invari-ants stated in [4] hold for all reachable states of SYSTEM.Recall that ' is an invariant of the reachable statesi� qinit j= 82', or equivalently, reach(SYSTEM) j= '.The most interesting invariants are those that relate thestates of the sender and the receiver, as well as the dis-tance between their clocks. Table 1 shows some of thoseinvariants. The intended meaning of � is \almost equal"

by abstracting away from the amount of drift. For a tol-erance T of 120 we havey � x+ c i� 1921y � x+ c � 2119y:All these invariants give insight into the behavior of theprotocol, but we still have to prove that the receiver out-puts correctly the stream of bits produced by the sender.To prove this correctness property we need to relatethe string of bits already sent with the one already re-ceived. For the Philips protocol this comes down toproving that at any moment there is at most a pend-ing \0" in transit that is about to be received. Thissituation is modeled by the automaton INCORRECT in�gure 11 where the state incorrect is entered wheneveran erroneous reception is detected. Let REQUIREMENTbe the composition of SYSTEM and INCORRECT. Theproperties of table 2 hold for all reachable states ofREQUIREMENT.To establish the correctness of the protocol we mustcheck that state incorrect can only be reached in thechaotic situation. The following property holds for allreachable states of REQUIREMENT:incorrect ) chaos (9)For any formula ' of tables 1 and 2, we have to �nda formula '0 such that ' holds in SYSTEM if '0 holdsin �(SYSTEM). We de�ne the relation �0 on the trans-formed system as follows:y0 �0 x0 + c i� x0 + c21 � y0 � x0 + c19



S busy ^ wire low ^ :chaos ) y � x+ 4Q _ y � x+ 2Q _ y � x ^ S head1 (1)S busy ^ wire high ^ :chaos ) y � x _ y � x� 2Q ^ S busy ^ S head0 (2)R idle ^ :chaos ) S idle ^ wire low (3)S busy ^ enable(OUT ) ) chaos (4)Table 1: Invariants of SYSTEM.R busy ^ :chaos ^ R last1 ^ (y � x _ y � x+ 2Q) ) RS (5)R busy ^ :chaos ^ R last0 ^ y � x ) RS (6)R busy ^ :chaos ^ R last1 ^ (y � x+ 4Q _ y � x+ 6Q) ) RoS (7)R busy ^ :chaos ^ R last0 ^ (y � x+ 2Q _ y � x+ 4Q) ) RoS (8)Table 2: Invariants of REQUIREMENT.RS RoSOUT Head0;Add0Add0;OUTHead0incorrectElseElse ElseHead1;Add01Add0Head0;Add0 Head1;Add1
Figure 11: INCORRECT.We can show that �0 and � are related as follows:For all x; y; x0; y0 such that �(x; y; x0; y0), y0 �0 x0 + cimplies y � x+ c.Now, let '0 be any of the invariants above where con-straints of the form y � x+c are replaced by y0 �0 x0+c.As a consequence of proposition 3.2 we have thatreach(�(SYSTEM)) j= '0 implies reach(SYSTEM) j= '.Bounded transmission time. Wewant to prove thatthe action OUT by the receiver follows the correspond-ing action IN from the sender within some bounded time.Clearly this bound depends on the length m of the bitstream. An upper bound of 2019(4m+ 5)Q is found in [4].

We can check this bound by verifying that the timeelapsed from any bit sent to the following (m� 1 times)never exceeds 20194Q, and that the delay between the lastbit and the output by the receiver is less than 20199Q. Todo this we add a new clock z with rate equal to one that isreset by the transitions of the automaton INCORRECTthat correspond to a bit (Head0, Head1) produced bythe sender or to an output OUT by the receiver. Table 3shows the corresponding properties that are proved tohold for all reachable states of REQUIREMENT.Table 4 shows the running times obtained with Kro-nos to check all the invariants on the transformed systemusing backward and forward symbolic analysis. The sec-ond row corresponds to the results obtained when the in-variant is checked \on-the-y" while the reachable state-space is constructed. The third row corresponds to analternative strategy consisting of �rst constructing theset of reachable states once and forever and then verify-ing that it satis�es all the formulas. Kronos computesthe set of reachable states in 1.5 seconds.Allowed tolerance. We have also checked that all theinvariants hold for tolerances of 118 and 119 . As it is shownin [4] we have found that the protocol does not work cor-rectly when the tolerance is equal to 117 . This is done byproviding a counter-example for invariant (4). Using theforward-analysis algorithm,Kronos �nds a run that in-validates this invariant for the transformed system. Thisrun corresponds to a run of the original system such thatthe sender's clock grows maximally slow, the receiver'sone grows maximally fast, and the message sent is \101".



S busy ^ (enable(Head0) _ enable(Head1)) ^ :chaos ) 20214Q � z � 20194Q (10)enable(OUT ) ^ :chaos ) z � 20199Q (11)Table 3: Bounded transmission time properties of REQUIREMENT.formula (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)backward 7.33 2.90 2.20 2.77 4.38 3.05 3.08 2.95 1.47 12.27 2.65forward 1.43 1.33 0.27 0.35 0.83 0.43 0.53 0.55 0.17 1.82 1.27forward(*) 0.38 0.38 0.12 0.20 0.23 0.17 0.18 0.20 0.10 0.53 0.30Table 4: Running times in seconds obtained on a Sun Sparc Station 10.6 ConclusionThis paper focused on the analysis of multirate timed au-tomata by �rst transforming them into timed automataand then applying the symbolic techniques implementedin Kronos. In order to show the practical application ofthis approach we have considered two examples recentlyproposed in the literature and considered to be realisticcase studies.For the manufacturing plant we have been able to �ndthe set of all safe initial positions of the boxes, while thisproblem could not be solved using discretization tech-niques [10].For the Philips audio control protocol we have au-tomatically checked all the invariants stated and hand-proved in [4] for a tolerance T less than 117 . We have alsofound a trace of the system that violates one of the invari-ants when T is equal to 117 . Another automated analysisof this protocol is reported in [7] using the tool HyTechthat deals directly with the multirate timed automatonmodeling the system. However, in practice, the betterperformances obtained with Kronos, reducing the run-ning times from hours to seconds, show the advantage ofour approach.Besides, the symbolic forward-analysis algorithm re-cently implemented in Kronos appears to be well-adapted for checking invariants as shown by the resultsgiven in table 4. Also, this new feature allows diagnosisof errors by providing a trace when the system does notsatisfy a required invariant.References[1] R. Alur, C. Courcoubetis, and D.L. Dill. Model
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